Hotel Europa used funding from the ERDF’s Regional Operational Programme 2014-2020, Axis 3.3, Action 4, Sub-action C tender to undertake redevelopment works, with the aim of achieving the following objectives:

- Innovate and improve services as part of a customer-oriented approach;
- Reposition the hotel in the tourism market;
- Tap into new client target markets;
- Modernise and improve the hotel;
- Increase classification and achieve ISO quality certification;
- Reduce environmental impact and resource consumption;
- Differentiate offering and reorganise.

More specifically, the redevelopment works included:

- Refacing of existing structures, installation of new structures and works relating to energy saving;
- Construction of a storage facility for bikes and sports equipment, special rates for hiring equipment;
- Modernisation of the hotel and improvement of services;
- Creation of new sun-bathing area with jacuzzi;
- Automation of services and management, installation of technology for the benefit of tourists.

The project was co-funded by the Region of Veneto in the form of a non-repayable grant equal to 20% of the total costs.